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Is this answer helpful?

Language and region

A regional language is a language spoken in an area of a sovereign
state, whether it be a small area, a federal state or province, or some
wider area. Internationally, for the purposes of the European Charter for
Regional or Minority Languages, "regional or minority languages"
means languages that are:

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regional_language
Regional language - Wikipedia
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How to change language setting?



What does the word dialect mean?



How to change to English?



Which language Cortana support?



Change your personal language and region settings - â€¦
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Change-your-personal...
To edit these language and region settings: Do this: Language Preferences. Change your
preferences as follows: To change your display language in a SharePoint environment,
click the Pick a new language down arrow, select a language, and then click Add.

Regional language - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regional_language

Overview Contents Influence of number of speakers Relationship with official languag… Official languages as regional lan…

A regional language is a language spoken in an area of a sovereign state, whether it be a
small area, a federal state or province, or some wider area. Internationally, for the
purposes of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, "regional or
minority languages" means languages that are: traditionally used within a given territory of
a State by nationals of that State who form a group numerically smaller than the rest oâ€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

Windows 8 - Clock, Language and Region â€“ Language
www.eyeonwindows.com › Microsoft
A different language can be used for all the GUI elements displayed by Windows. The
user input, whether it be a keyboard input, a handwriting input, or any other input method,
can be set to use a different language other than the one specified at the top of the
default language list.

Language and region Features on Demand | Microsoft â€¦
https://docs.microsoft.com/.../desktop/features-on-demand-language-fod
Language and region-related Features on Demand reference Features on Demand are
available to add language capabilities to your Windows images. To view available non
language or region-related Features on Demand, see Available Features on Demand.

2013 - My Language And Region not working - â€¦
https://sharepoint.stackexchange.com/questions/73491/my-language...
I have a SP2013 installation with language packs installed. Now I wanted to change my
preferred language so SharePoint uses that instead of the default language â€¦

Time and Language Settings in Windows 10 PC
www.thewindowsclub.com/time-language-settings-windows-10
Time and Language Settings in Windows 10 allow you to set or change your system
Date, Time, Region, Language and Speech, Mic, settings, add Clocks, etc. The Windows
Club The Windows Club covers Windows 10/8/7 tips, â€¦

How to Set Clock, Language, and Region Settings in â€¦
www.dummies.com/computers/operating-systems/windows-10/how-to-set...
Microsoft designed the Clock, Language, and Region area in Windows 10 mostly for
travelers to different time zones and locations. Desktop computer owners see this
information only once â€” when first setting up the computer.

Change the language on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod â€¦
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204031
Change the language on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch You can change the language
setting on your iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch if it's incorrect or if you've accidentally
changed the language to one you don't understand.

Region and Language - Change - Windows 7 Help Forums
https://www.sevenforums.com/.../149362-region-language-change.html
Feb 08, 2014 · Windows 7 Forums is the largest help and support community, providing
friendly help and advice for Microsoft Windows 7 Computers such as Dell, HP, Acer,
Asus or a custom build.

Region and Language - Windows 7 Help Forums Jun 26, 2012

Region and Language "Administrative" Tab - Add or Remove ...Apr 19, 2011

Region and Language "Formats" Tab - Add or Remove ... Jan 10, 2011

Region and Language Shortcut - Create
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Clock, Language, and Region - Windows Tutorials
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Clock, Language, and Region - Windows Tutorials
www.wintuts.com › Tutorials
Windows 8 presents a similar selection of language and keyboard settings to those of
previous editions, although there have also been a number of improvements.

Change the Windows regional settings to modify the ...
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/Change-the-Windows...
Change the Windows regional settings to modify the appearance of some ... shows you
how to change the Windows regional settings for ... Language, and Region, ...
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